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GeoScienceWorld (GSW) Overview
Integrated package of journals, books, and data across the earth sciences
Cooperative community of societies and stakeholders
Global network for marketing and institutional sales
Shared digital infrastructure for platform and product development
2017-18: new platform technology vendor; expanded Society Services program;
initiatives focused on increasing scale-based benefits
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Participating Publishers
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GSW Participating Publishers
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•

AASP - The Palynological Society

•

Geological Society of London

•

American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG)

•

Geological Society of South Africa

•

Association of Environmental & Engineering Geologists

•

Micropaleontology Project

•

Cambridge University Press

•

Mineralogical Association of Canada

•

Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy & Petroleum

•

Mineralogical Society of America

•

Canadian Science Publishing

•

Mineralogical Society of Great Britain and Ireland

•

Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists

•

Paleontological Society

•

Clay Minerals Society

•

Seismological Society of America

•

Cushman Foundation for Foraminiferal Research

•

SEPM Society for Sedimentary Geology

•

E. Schweizerbart’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung Science Publishers

•

Società Geologica Italiana

•

Environmental & Engineering Geophysical Society

•

Société Géologique de France

•

European Association for Geochemistry

•

Society of Economic Geologists

•

Environmental & Engineering Geophysical Society

•

Society of Exploration Geophysicists

•

European Association for Geochemistry

•

Soil Science Society of America

•

Geological Society of America

•

University of Wyoming

WWW.GEOSCIENCEWORLD.ORG

Origins and Objectives
Governed by a Board of Directors
including society, librarian, and
researcher members; Advisory
Council of publishers

Shared opportunities for technology,
product development, and access to
global sales

Enables larger societies to give
assistance to some of the
smaller societies
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Conceived of in early 2000s, and
launched in 04/05

GSW

Following in the
footsteps of BioOne

Founded by six leading geoscience
societies with the mission of bringing
together and globally disseminating
society research content online
WWW.GEOSCIENCEWORLD.ORG

“

A primary driver was to upflift the science by
conveying, uniform and more competitive
advantages to independent societies – still relevant.
As the market becomes more consolidated and
complex, there be may some new mechanisms
needed to accomplish it.

“
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GSW Model

Unlike commercial
publishing models,
structured as a
shared risk-reward
venture
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Royalties are not
guaranteed but, via our
journals and eBooks
programs, societies
receive 95% of net
income from sales (5%
operating reserve
retainer)

Remittances are determined
algorithmically based on
content contributions and
usage by paid subscribers

Participation is nonexclusive. However, we
increasingly find that it
beneficial for discovery
and SEO and economics
to co-host the version
of record

Via new Society
Services program, GSW
will also fulfill
societies' own
subscriptions as well
as subscriptions to the
aggregate

WWW.GEOSCIENCEWORLD.ORG

Core Services
A forum for society discussions and networking
Consulting and research useful
to our community

Access to volume pricing/buying opptys

Platform maintenance and upgrades

Digital strategy and product development
Project management
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Curation, vetting, and aggregation –
a trusted destination for geosciences content
Hosting and dissemination

Marketing

Global sales

Renewals
Publisher and vendor technical support

WWW.GEOSCIENCEWORLD.ORG

Investment in Program and Platform
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1

A&I data

2

Geo-referencing of content, faceting and filtering by subdisciplines, thesaurus tools, map-based searching

3

Open map-based data discovery

4

eBooks program

5

Society services program

6

Conversion and normalization of archive to JATS
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Distinctions
1

Prioritizing society independence and society-directed
publishing

2
3

Somewhere between DIY and a full commercial model

4
5

Societies receive proceeds from the business, versus
fixed royalties

As a nonprofit -- seeking to utilize the best practices of
nonprofit and commercial approaches

4
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Assist and unencumber societies

Maximizes competitive advantages for sustainability

WWW.GEOSCIENCEWORLD.ORG

By the Numbers
Collection of 46 preeminent society journals from 28 publishers plus 2,000 eBooks and 3.9M GeoRef records

Serving 1,100 academic, government, and professional institutional customers in 45 countries

$27.8 million in royalties to societies since inception
R&D investments of $602,842 (outside annual budget) for society content conversion and platform technology
to expand programs and enhance the reader/user experience
Managing migration to Silverchair for all content with launch in Fall 2017
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Results
74% increase in revenue over five years, Compound Annual Growth Rate
of 11.73%

Full text and PDF journal article usage increased 29.34% over prior year
(2016-2015)

CY 2016 journals royalty pool of $3.79M, 18.7% growth over prior year

eBooks payouts: $1.1M in first three program years
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Growth a Priority for Sustainability
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WWW.GEOSCIENCEWORLD.ORG

Open Access

Hybrid OA options for
all journals
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Currently offer and
open-data discovery
layer with enhanced
viewing of figures and
tables

Developing sustainable
models for higher % OA
journals. We expect to
include at least two
100% OA journals in
2018

Proceeding with
CHORUS compliance
steps post migration

WWW.GEOSCIENCEWORLD.ORG

Next Plans

Continue investing in domain specialization
and vertical scale (subject matter expertise,
professional applications, new opportunities for
text and data mining) while exploring routes for
increased horizontal scale (more competitive
opportunities for partnered societies) – topic of
tomorrow’s panel discussion.
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Future - Best of DIY and Commercial Publishing Benefits
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•

Focus on growth and sustainability as vehicles for giving our partners the greatest
opportunities for advancement of their scientific missions.

•

Seeking to give societies and their authors, researchers, and customers competitive
advantages in a quickly evolving, consolidated environment.

•

Removing some complexity from digital publishing, sales, giving societies flexibility,
confidence, and independence to prioritize advancement of the science.

WWW.GEOSCIENCEWORLD.ORG

Experience in Review (pros and cons)
Very successful in terms of global sales and prod
development/IT opportunities
Model mechanics tend to be complex; not industry
standard – requires customized technologies to support
Multi-resolution has been a challenge; version of
record hosting better for SEO/discovery
Requires strong backend services, ops/finance, project
management – and strategy
Title growth requires dedicated acquisitions editor (can be
some resistance to content growth inherent in model)
Governance structure is important and has a meaningful
impact
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